A. Call to Order.

B. Rules filed pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 10-3-309.

1. STATE PLANT BOARD, PESTICIDE DIVISION (Butch Calhoun)
   a. Pesticide Classification

2. DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION, RACING COMMISSION
   (Byron Freeland and John Campbell)
   a. CGR Rule 1: Issuance of Rules; Construction; Definitions
   b. CGR Rule 2: Application for Casino Gaming License and Renewal
   c. CGR Rule 3: Service Industry License and Service Industry Employee License
   d. CGR Rule 4: Operation of Gaming Establishments
   e. CGR Rule 5: Operation of Interactive Gaming
   f. CGR Rule 6: Accounting Regulations
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g. CGR Rule 7: Transfers of Ownership, Loans
h. CGR Rule 8: Enforcement of Security Interests
i. CGR Rule 9: Closing of business; Death or Disability; Insolvency
j. CGR Rule 10: Miscellaneous
k. CGR Rule 11: Chips
l. CGR Rule 12: Manufacturers, Distributors, and Operators of Gaming Devices, Systems and Associated Equipment
m. CGR Rule 13: Corporate Licensees
n. CGR Rule 14: Limited Partnership Licensees
o. CGR Rule 15: Limited Liability Company Licensees
p. CGR Rule 16: Private Investment Company Licensee
q. CGR Rule 17: Publicly Traded Corporations and Public Offerings of Securities
r. CGR Rule 18: Supervision
s. CGR Rule 19: Disseminators
t. CGR Rule 20: Race Books and Sports Pools
u. CGR Rule 21: Card Games
v. CGR 22: Off-Track Pari-Mutuel Wagering
w. CGR Rule 23: Off-Track Pari-Mutuel Wagering and Off-Track Pari-Mutuel Other Event Wagering
x. CGR Rule 24: Off-Track Pari-Mutuel Horse Race Account Wagering
y. CGR Rule 25: Exclusions

C. Adjournment.